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Thank you.

We are Boss Design.

Edition 01
Coza

Est.1983.

Boss Design are proud to be one of
the market leading designers and
manufacturers of high quality seating,
upholstery and tables. Our products
are manufactured from our factory
at High Point, NC and we lead by
example through the delivery of
an intelligent and evolving portfolio.
Design is at the heart of everything
we do and we are delighted to share
some of the worlds most recognised
designs with you.
Sit back, relax and take time to
have a look at who we are . . .
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Product Profile

Kruze

As Seen

Marnie

Designed by Boss Design
An exciting fusion of elegant design,
premium upholstery and attention to
detail, Marnie is a lounge chair collection
which embodies luxury and style. This
understated collection features a high
and low back arm chair, with its full body
and angular back shape lending itself
perfectly to versatile upholstery.

Designed by David Fox

Possessing presence and panache, the
highly versatile Kruze chair will complement
a range of environments and draws the eye
to its elegant form. The gently sculpted
contours and generous proportions, promise
outstanding sitting comfort, while the choice
of fully upholstered or with contrasting
Black American Walnut outer veneer,
makes it adaptable for relaxed or more
distinguished areas.

Marnie’s exceptional level of comfort and
considered proportions makes it the ideal
choice for breakout and reception areas,
as well as hospitality lounges.

Designed in-house, the handcrafted Mr. &
Mrs. wing chairs pay respectful homage to
their stately grandeur, whilst incorporating
contemporary touches that make them
suitable for today’s hospitality and boutique
hotel environment, and even the corporate
arena. Designed to sit amiably alongside
sofas and other furnishings, both chairs
may be used as standalone pieces to make
a bold design statement.
Both the height of the wing chairs and
their corresponding details has been a
careful consideration in the design appeal
and personality of this duo. Whilst the high
backed version offers a masculine feel with
full under frame, full seat and wooden
buttons, the low-backed chair comes
complete with loose cushions, border,
fabric buttons and leg detail. Such is the
flexibility of this range that the detail from
both chairs may be transferred to each
other, if preferred.

The Kruze collection is the ideal solution for
a variety of applications and is available with
either a recycled aluminmum 4-star or 5-star
base on castors. Kruze is also available with
a painted lacquered finish to satisfy our
clients exacting requirements.

Alexa

Mr+
Mrs

Designed by Boss Design
Alexa is the ultimate executive chair and sofa
collection. Sophisticated, sleek and with an
echo of minimalist design, Alexa is a bold
addition to the Boss Design portfolio ideally
suited to corporate reception and executive
lounge areas.
The collection comprises of an armchair, a
two-seater sofa and three-seater sofa that
all demonstrate excellent attention to detail
and superior upholstery with twin needle
stitch detail. Fully upholstered in any fabric
or leather, Alexa is the perfect statement
piece guaranteed to impress visitors and
employees alike.

Coza
Designed by DESIGN BALLENDAT
Created in collaboration with renowned
German furniture designer, Martin
Ballendat, Coza is a task chair that boasts
extraordinary comfort and dynamic support
by using the natural flexibility of a single
ribbon of material. Unlike other task chairs,
it does not require multiple components or
complex assembly.

Agent
Designed by Boss Design
An incredibly hard-wearing and robust
construction. This versatile offering is Ideal
for meetings, boardrooms, breakouts and
visitor seating. To achieve the comfort levels
for which Lyndon is renowned, both the
dining chair and bar stool incorporate a
generous scoop to the seat, whilst the
lounge chair offers a slight back recline.
A frame in Black American Walnut or
European Oak is complemented by fine
fabric upholstery in a range of colors.

Coza is visually and functionally unique,
and is the perfect chair to facilitate flexible
working in a modern office.

Cocoon
Designed by Boss Design
Based around one simple unit, Cocoon
can be used for team meetings, collaborative
tasks or a base for the day.
It aims to combine the sit and posture of
a traditional desk and task seat, with the
comfort and feel from a sofa. The high
sides, back and roof provide total privacy
from the surrounding environment without
the need for interior sub structures.
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The Future
Myriad

Infinite
Possibilities
A modular system built for anyone,
anywhere, adapting and evolving. Throw
some shapes and see what it can do for you.
With the increasing need for your furniture
to be flexible, Myriad allows you to create a
comfortable meeting area, private huddle
space or a stunning island. The possibilities
are truly infinite with this versatile range.
Our range
Myriad is a diverse selection of upholstered
modular furniture, completely flexible and
reconfigurable. The range is made up of
eleven linkable seating units, three privacy
screens, side tables and arms that
accommodate power.
Intelligently designed using a solid wood
frame, moulded foam and sprung webbing,
outstanding seating comfort as well as
robust durability is achieved.
Our talented in-house upholstery team
deliver superior quality, giving you an infinite
choice of fabric configurations and vibrant
leg finishes guaranteed to revive any
interior space.

shape
your
workspace

You become the designer with Myriad,
arranging modules to create any shape
you desire. If you need help, our team is
always on hand with suggestions to
style your space.
Islands
Islands are great for people on the go. In
a new era of mobile working, touchdown
connectivity is key. Myriad’s integrated
power modules truly support the work
anywhere philosophy.
Huddles
Two heads are better than one. We all
know when people come together to
communicate and collaborate, the
best ideas are generated.
Chains
Make the most of your environment with
a Myriad chain. Modules can be mixed,
linked and easily moved around, offering
you infinite possibilities for your dynamic
and collaborative workspace.
N.B Myriad will be available in the US
from October 2016
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News

Boss Design
annouces new
US President
Jeff Thompson

Boss Design Inc. is pleased to announce
that Jeff Thompson, formally of Humanscale,
has joined its North American division as
President over both Boss Design and
Jack Cartwright Inc.

Child&Co.

Intouch

British Airways

Child & Co. is one of the oldest private
banking companies, being present in
London since 1673. As the building is Grade
II listed, when Boss Design undertook the
challenge of installing fittings, careful
consideration had to be undertaken to
ensure historic features were restored.
Adding stunning new light fittings
and open counters made sure the end
result was well received by both
customers and staff.

With over 18 years’ experience within the
furniture industry, Jeff brings with him
a wealth of knowledge to help grow the
Boss Design brand across North America.

British Airways
Boss Design has a long standing relationship
with British Airways to service their lounge
schemes globally.

Innovation and design are at the forefront
of all the company sets out achieve and
it is constantly exploring and developing
new products and engineering in order
to enhance the workplace even further.

In 2014, Boss Design were approached by
the nominated BA design house, and asked
to supply furniture for the new branded
lounges. By working directly with the BA
design team, Boss offered experience and
knowledge from a global stand point giving
BA the chance to refine and quantify the
look and feel for the lounge seating options.

Currently we are manufacturing a wide
variety of task seating, soft seating and
conference and meeting chairs from our
High Point factory.
Please visit bossdesign.com to view our
full collection.

To date we have furnished BA lounges in
Singapore, JFK, Amsterdam, Heathrow,
Philadelphia and Washington.

Boss welcomes Jeff Thompson

New 2016 US
product literature
launches
Boss Design have launched US
exclusive seating and tables
brochures introducing the full
portfolio of products available to
the market. To get your personal
copy email sales@bossdesign.com
or visit our website to find out
who your local rep group is.

Child & Co

www.bossdesign.com
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Round Up

Clerkenwell Design Week,
London, 2016
Each May the streets of Clerkenwell, London, come alive for a three day design festival.
Clerkenwell is home to more creative businesses and architects per square mile than anywhere
else on the planet, making it truly one of the most important design hubs in the world. Boss
Design have exhibited at the festival each year since its inception in 2009 and 2016 proved to
be the best yet. Launching two major new products for the brand, over the three days more
than 1500 people visited the Boss Design showroom and in true Boss tradition we ended the
week with a party for 400 of the indutsries leading architects and designers. We are already
looking forward to next year.
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